Binding constraints have resisted to be fully integrated into the course of grammatical processing despite its practical relevance and cross-linguistic generality. The ultimate root for this is to be found in the exponential "overgenerate & filter" procedure of the mainstream rationale for their satisfaction. In this paper we design an alternative approach based on the view that nominals are binding machines.
Introduction
Binding constraints are an important set of filters in the process of anaphor resolution'. As they delimit the relative positioning of anaphors and their possible antecedents in the grammatical geometry, these constraints are of crucial importance for restricting the search space for antecedent candidates and enhancing the performance of resolvers. From an empirical perspective, they stem from quite robust generalizations and exhibit a universal character. In its mainstream formulation, the methodology for verifying the compliance of grammatical representations with binding constraints requires a series of extra grammatical parsing steps (Chomsky, 81) . More recently, prominent unification-based frameworks either require special purpose extensions of the description formalism for a partial handling of these constraints (LFG: Dalrymple, 93), or offer no integration yet for them into the grammatical setup (HPSG: Pollard and Sag, 94.. Backofen et al., 96) . Our primary aim in this paper is to bridge this gap between the gram,natical nature of binding constraints and their full integration into grammar processing. In Section 1, we review previous steps towards this goal proposed in the literature. Building on these contributions in Section 2, we introduce the rationale of a new methodology for the verification of binding constraints, in Section 3, in the light of this new approach, we show how these constraints are fully integrated into g,ammar and the drawbacks of current methodology are overcome.
1
The Cohldexation Paradigm
The specification of binding constraints have greatly evolved in the htst three decades. The device of coindexation for marking anaphoric links has, however, remained quite stable. This stems from the fact this device is at the heart of the mainstrealn nlethodology for verifying these constraints, a methodology whose basics were proposed in (Chomsky, 80, 81 ) and have been adopted since then in its different variants.
L1 Post-grammaticall overgerieratior~ and filtering
This methodology can be outlined as in Fig. 1 .
After the grammatical parsirig of a seriterice with n NPs has been completed: ('/wm,vk) , '.v al:;()i°ithm As noted as early as in (Correa, g/'), thi:~ approach is grossly inefficient. Later Fong, 90° showed that its complexity is of exponential order. Moreover, this methodology disregards any concern with interfacing grarnmar with systems for reference processing. The input for such systems will riot l)c a grammatical representatiori to lie refined vis4-vis the heuristics for anaphor resohition, but a forest of differently labeled trees that have to be internally searched and compared with each other by anaphor resolvers. (ii) a,vsign:take the first index i of the stack copied into the NP node., take the NP iridex j, and annotate the NP with j=i;
(iii) collect:add NP index j to A.
When a local domain border is crossed:
(iv) reset:reset B to A m:B. On the other hand, the algorithm is acknowledged not to be able to cope with constraints possibly involving non-local anaphoric links. Principle C, backwards anaphora or cross-over cases were not accounted for (Correa, 88, p.127, Ingria and Stallard, 89, p.268) . Moreover, as stack B only contains indices of the non-local c-commanders 2, but not all indices in the tree except those of the local c-commanders, Principle B is also not correctly accounted for.
Packaging non-locality
Other contributions to improve the coindexation method are due to Dalrymple, 93 and Johnson, 95. Instead of being directed to packaging ambiguity as the one above, they have in common being concerned with packaging non-locality.
Nodes as mirrors of trees
Johnson's algorithm is embodied in Prolog code.
Abstracting away from details associated to that format, it gets the outline in Fig.3. 2 C-command is a configurational version of the command relation where x c-commands y iff the first branching node that dominates x dominates y. 
Equations with regular expressions
The I_,FG/I)alrymple, 93, account of binding resorts to a different approach to generalize over the eventual non-locality of anaphoric links. It uses lexical "inside-.out equations", a special-purpose extension of the description formalism which may include regular' expressions (as in (3) below for long-distance reflexives):
(1) John/introduced Billj to himself//)-. Although initial scepticism about the tractability of these equations was dissipated by Kaphm and Maxwell, 88, the survey by Backofen et al., 96,  reports that no iml~lemented I,FG grammar was known to handle binding. To a significant extent this bears on tile fact that many different equations have to be defined for every anaphor:
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Each equation specify concrete grammatical functions for the anaphor and its potential antecedent, but either the anaphor or the antecedents may occur with one of a range of several grammatical functions (see a n-finimal ex,'lnlple ill (1) (1), and possibly result also from the several existential interpretations of functional tmcertainty in the case of long-distance reflexives, as in (3). Likewise, the ambiguity of pronouns is omitted in the single functional-structure resulting from the universal interpretation of negative equations associated with these anaphoric expressions. Moreover, the positive equations for reflexives do not require identity of indices between anaphorically related expressions, but instead impose identity of semantic representations, this way incorrectly enforcing any type of anaphora (bound, bridging, e-type, "donkey", etc.) to the sole modality of coreference. 
An HPSG exercise
This methodology can be easily accommodated in a unification-based framework such as HPSG.
We designed an extension to the UDRT component for HPSG of Frank and Reyle, 95. This component is encoded as the CONT(ENT) 
Conclusion
In this paper we designed an alternative to the A pronoun must be locally o-free.
Leei thinl~v [Ma.x) . saw himi/*j]].
Principle C:
A nonpronoun must be o-free.
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